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FORECAST:
Kentucky—Mostly cloudy and
cool with scattered showers and
thunderstorms tonight. Friday
scatteard Ihunderahawers and
somewhat wuraier in the south
rtion.

me 18. 19.17
_

Intent for dam.
tuleIng from an
itomobile .rash
'Mid here Oct.
Theisen, foronly clerk, was
Ilene

Volume XL Viii

Linito

Associated Press Leased 111.i•-••

tOftr
•

. 11iggins, Green,
. llannephine Earle
+ Are Late Filers

of:1'

. itael atalteen. „

I
t., e,t te• t far is at oats on the
e..i; vi ehe eill, tell was a trered
te 'ev vs J. E. It omeolee. J C.
Wiggle i. John a Klett. a,.e J. F
it; 'tireee vitaei their names
•., the list a f r nelidate; who
el f. t. ef ice y- -t n...nty .if ere, •n. en•rv of Vie lat-er four
'to tae race emete a tatal of
el orerte I.) Le tiateeeti o 1 the
seilot le the Attenst 2 Mainc r,
artilien,e
:.::
1.eiomtap.ra 1 y
pr‘i:alairs,ryri
filed
afternoon were W. T."131:1" Brownit:. Nieto-field Marlin. O. 8
r'ItitrWOr h, D0.1 W. Hill. J. 0.
'Vtiiilee and Ward Johnson.
' eresent members of the city
. teninete noir of whom is a
. ininadate for re-clectioa, Meal, de Frank Brady, W. S. Atkins,
I 1.1. C. Pickering, Charles Oreor;'. tkr. J. L. Jones and H. H.
Murphy.
Ille t.eadline for Siting was
moved up to 45 days before the
primary instead of the former
--1 30 days, and for a time it appeared that there would be no
new candidates in the field.
All Hickman city councilmen
have filed for re-election, and
are unopposed, the county court
clerk's office
reported this
morning. They are W. C. Hale,
R. C. Ross, R. P. Fields, Don W.
Henry, C. A. Lattus and E. Dobson.
Mayor C. K. Davin like Fijiton's Mayor T. T. Boaz, still has
two more years to serve before
there le a vancy in that office.

Louiseille—Mrs. Raymond L.
Moore yesterday sees awarded
judgment by a Jefferson Mr_
cuit court jury against George
Chreete, 75, as the result of the
death of Mrs. Moore's husband.
The judgment was set at $10,000. Moore was shot fatally last
October 28 at his dry cleaning
• plant and Chreste is serving a
21-year prison sentence on a
charge of manslaughter in connection with the shooting.
Paducah,—Attorneys for Rudy
Stewart indicated yesterday they
would take the case to the Court
of Appeals after Circuit Judge
Joe L. Price overruled a motion
by Stewart for a new trial in his
$10,000 slander suit against City
Manager Charles A. Williams.
Lexington—More
than 160
cadets at the University
of Kentucky will report at three
camps Saturday for six weeks
of Army training.
Lexington—A record enrollment of 3,827 was reported as
summer term classes opened yesterday at Inc University of
Kentucky.
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ciCott to
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t to.to
Taft-Hartley
,;• ..tioti,
,teetlited to he drawn oat
I , atter.: qua'• lain, as to Mr.
ors likely action lie did

JESSIE MAE CHAMPION

Growing corn for his dairy herd won the state 4 II corn growty. His
ing championsICp for Earl Rhea Jean of Jeffersoa
11 acres of hybed corn averaged 1211 bushels to the acre, planted after alfalfa was turned under aid fertaiser applied Hay ing won the state dairy ehamptorohip, Jessie Mae Ehanip'oti oi
Anderson county tried her hand at cooking. Last year she served 914 meals. She has won many each prises on foods, clothing.
and in dairying, and figures her ax years of club work liar,
brought her a grand total of 14.529.
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congrete may
arotilui noon to1v.., it,1, added that he

rvv]t "gua.atintee" the
I t hue.
Mr. Truntro. who toast act

I

1,l1 (ha' hill by tomorrow mid.

ehi --otherwise it will become
,I law without his -val.:tare --has

; been confronteti

by sharply-

, ttlicting view.;
his own
rtv as to (he step he should
5
.:ke.
While a majority of his ad•
•
9
the
It was feared that this plene had crashed in Syria early toHOfirli
41C0holir
t•,4
llinivoetoof hls
‘l'
ii ET.trs3ur.e.giceisnlo
"rrhoew.wsu
day. but Later report- by Near East officials of Pan American
eloseet associates insisted they
A.arways revealed that it was the Clipper Eclipse which cracked
Frankfort, Ky., June 10 -WI - united to reach a Ceciwon ,,:t hate no definite knowledge of
up in a forced landing.
Charges were made yesterday relief for teachers."
\\ hat Its action will be.
Manby Is the running mate 4 it
by Tom Manby, La Orange, a
OW' of lilt`ge, a daily confl•
The passerigers are, left to right from lower sters upward:
candidate for the Republican Attorney General Eldon 8. Dunt- dant of the President. said
James H. Smith, Jr., and David Ingalls, Pan American Airnomination for lieutenant gov- mit who Is seeking the Republi- privately that \lethally all govways; Clayton Knight, artist; Juan Trippe, Pan American peesernor, that the Highway Depart- can nomination I or governor. e nonce! officials
concerned
:dent; Ralph Nicholson. New Orleans Item: Erwin Canham (bement and the Alcoholic Bever- John Fred Williams. state sue • with labor matters are of the
hind le!chilboul, Christian Science Monitor: Mayor Roger
age Control Board are "meddl- etinlendent of public instruction, opinion that Mr. Truman should
Lapham, (partly hidden, le ft Fear) San Frareisco; unidentified
ing" in politics to "help the and Orville M. Howard. Harlan, try to kill the bill.
candidates sponsored by the are seeking the GOP nominuHowever, a survey of De.noman, partly hidden; Gardner•towles, Jr., Des Moines Register;
tions for governor and lieuten. (retie parts. lewtership across
Mansion."
Marshal Field 8d (behind Cowles), Chicago Sun; M. T. Moore,
bacitin;
with
the
governor
ant
the country--conducted by the
TIme-Lle-Forturie; Barry Farb, INS; Frank Gannett, Gannett
CROPS STILL LATE
, (The "mansion" is the official of Gov. Willis.
Detimeratic National Committee
Newspapers; Paul Patterson, Balt:more Evening Sun; Paul WIresidence of Gov. Simeon Willis).
Watkins,
highway
J.
Stephen
- showed a 103 to 66 division in
The week ending JIM') 17 saw
lamy, Cleveland Plain Dealer; Thomas
Beck. Crowell-Collier
Mangy said he had been in commissioner, was in Washing- favor of a veto, plus four recomgreat
stride
made on Kentucky
the
counties
in
about
half
the
Publish.ng Ce., J. Loy Maloney, Chicago Tribune: Roy Howard,
ton yesterday and could not he mendaticats that the measure
and Tenuessee farms, although
two weeks, and in practi- reached for c
- be allowed to hectare law withaervt,,
Scripps-Howard Newt papers; Jamet G. stahlman, Nashville
2. Then g
itirai work generally styl is 90 Grandfather Accillepgally. out
"there
is
every
county
daily
ernor also coal uot be reecire out signature.
Banner; 114vc Okden held, New York Herald Tribune; Mrs.
.
weeks behind the seasonal averof - Highway Depart- for comment lea night,
Ran Over Child Tisisrtity etedenco
Oveta Culp Hobby, Houston Post.
A party official who disclosed
age.
ment meddling in this primary
results*
of
the
survey
•
said
asTemperatures over the sentral While Backing His Car • race, and in many counties.
Jo
vleirnagE
e. Shepard tional committee members and
so
ienerBe
CoAmlcnonhso
anti eastern portions of the state
Union City—Accidentally run there is evidence of the Alco- said he is unaware of the in- state chairmen at; vice chain,
ateraled Fliehtly below the norBoard,
Contrpl
Beverage
holic
Manby min were asked to submit their
which
formation
on
mal, while in the western por- over by the rear wheel of a car through its agents, trying to
based his charge.
"considered inclainant" of the
tion they were normal to slight- driven by her grandfather, Janis influence
the trend of events.
!state "without coloration."
ly above. 'rite rainfall was most- Carolyn Long. two-year-old Troy, "In every
place where this
girl
was
killed
instantly
Tenn.,
'rite committee made the check
ly light, bu, locally heavy rains
of the Highway Departon its own authority without
oceurred In a few southern and at about 6 o'clock Tuesday at- evidence
Beverage
Alcoholic
ment
and
instruct ions I rota the White
ternoon.
Frankfort, Ky., June 19--(eP.— I regsrcilm., the liquor question: :ea-tern counties Friday.
.trongest
The accident occurred at the Control Board influence is apHoliiiese.uci
th
depiloftfhicalal usiaelds
Ed Weyler, secretary of the "I shall favor, as I have always
to
exerted
is
being
parent,
it
ti,,
temperature
at
arAverage
the
f
h
child's rand
Kentucky Federation of Lebo-, favored, a fair and ecuttable
candidates eponsored $100,000 F1111(1, sentiment for a veto was found
help
the
Paris,
Tenn.,
weather
bureau
Rob
Ma/that',
and
Mrs.
that
ents,
Mr.
last
night
local
option
election
law,
theredtclared here
by the mansion."
eronnut,, 111%1,71,1rest, New
Harry Lee Waterfield is the by permitting the people to de- ttation sots 76, with the high In Troy.
He said he found teachers 81 9,990 Higher Than'York
Mr. Marshall, who is extremeland
gubernatorial ca ndid 3te bent I termine by inherent right the tamperatcre 96 and the low 54.
govthat
the
resentful
quite
1\ietvEtYork. he
qualified to meet the anti- labor extent to which alcoholic be- Total precipitation of 1.03 in- ly hard of hearing. had been "
Board Meet?: With Its New One icply
candidate to suesa:d, ectitantled titat unless
forces which Weyler predicted verages may be sold in Ken- ches was recorded. At Cairo, playing with Janis Carolyn and ernor, and his
Manager, ,I. 0. Matlick
enemies
were
such
him,
ceed
Lie
the
average
temperature
state
tucky.
I
PhIllis
Marilyn,
a
vet
the
pledge strict regulation
her twin sister,
there were
Democrats
will descend upon 'the
and enforcement of the alcoholic seas 77. the hieh 93, the low 53 daughters of Mr. and Mrs. P. W. for four /flotillas that a decisioe
Legislature next year.
Louisville, Ky., June 19-0e— vaeild lose that Meetly importon a special session to help The state fair board met yester- ant stal,‘ in the 1948 election.
enti total preeipitation .02 inch Long.
and
liquor-control
laws
which
Weyler told a throng of dis. I are now on the statute books.") Nashville, Trim., and Pikeville,
The little girls' mother, the teachers could not be reached day with its new fulitime fair
The South generally urged
tillery union workers that 27
Ky.. cash reported temperature grandmother and a neighbor and that for the last month they manager, Jack 0. Matlick. and that Mr. Truman Melt the meaHe
praised
Watertield's
legregetting
too
busy
have
been
states have passed anti-I-tor I
peaks
ef 98 decrees.
approved a tentative $100,000 sure, which imposes new legal
were sitting on the front porch
'
.
legislation and 17 others have
Corn planting Is progressing of the Marshall home.
budget for this year's fair, which curbs on so^.-.e organized labor
' I candidate helped pass the minesuch measures under considers- t1 safety bill last year with the rapidly, with from 50 to 90 per
opens in Louisville Sept. 7
act!vale,
.
Mr. Marshall later got into
tio_n. He forecast that anti-labor rock dust
amendment that re- cent in the ground. Much of the his car on the driveway and
reJults of the party airMatlick said the budget was Thehave
groups wouldduces chences of mine explo- earlier planted corn is up to started to back out into the
been submitted to
vey
bu.sed on operations of the past Presidential
tucky and three other states :ions. Waterfield will be known fair to good stinds, and practi-'street. The three ladies on the
Counsel Clark M.
'
three years as a general guide.
with all the strength they used to miners as "the rock dusting catty all has been cultivated. Soy porch saw the child in the path
budget was 890,000. Clifford for reldy to the Prattyear's
Last
on the other 44.
planted
in
a
beans
have
been
to
council
were
unable
city
auto,
but
Mayfield—The
of the
governor," Weyler said.
A prediction was made after dent.
Waterfield, candidate for Defew scattered districts and some make Mr. Marshall hear their Monday voted to contribute $100
Clifford has been working..
board president
mocratic nominetion for goverare up to good stands. Tobacco cries to stop.
a month maintaining the Graves the meeting by
R. Rash of Henderson with Presidential Assistant John
nor, has been "fair" with labor
setting Is nearly over, and the Furteral services for the little county library for a one-year James
that the fair will be taken out of R. Steelman in rounding up the
condition of the 'Tr.r in the field girl were held at 3 o'clock this P
groups,
•
will be opinions of all cabinet members.
said. He added that Waterfield
Is generally ?e eta.
the Graves fiscal court. are ex _ politics. Rash said there
afternoon at Troy.
•
question of politics in the Congressional leaders and othwould lead the battle against
pected to allot funds for upkeep "no
no era for a composite recommenfair's
administration
and
shop
anti-closed
good
Email grains are in fair".
anti-strike and
and expense of maintaining the
„pedal privileges: and it will be dation.
condition and ripening ill the
118
s. likely to be brought out in
1
b914
library.
that way as long as I have any- , This study, together with an
southern and central portions
The court recently trimmed
Will Name Delegates
analysis of the effects of each
thing to do with it."
of Kentucky. Wheat and barley The new Fulton fire truck sharply
The secretary charged that asits former library apharvester has started in a few made its second trip—a long run: propriation in a sweeping econ- i Rash also said the fair "won't Provision of the measure, has
sociates of Waterfield s oppon- To District Meeting
C.
Ciecot, Congressman Earle
central and southwestern coun- from the fire station to Legg's onay move.
! be a Democratic fair or a Repub- i been laid on Mr. Truman's desk
At Mayfield June 22
tnents, are spreading rumors in
ties. The Hessian fly has ap- Barber Shop—at 5 o'clock yesI lican fair, but a Kentucky fair I for the final decision.
wet counties that Waterfield is
Marshall Alexander Post No. peared in some wheat fields in terday when a wood shed in the
—for everybody in the state." ; Some of his aides worked far
a dry, and in dry counties that 72 of the American Legion will Christian county.
rear of the shop caught fire. Leader Conon atuiates
Gov. Simeon Willis, who at- into last night finishing up
he it a evet.
Pastures and forage crops Sparks from a trash fire nearhold a meeting tonight at 8
tended the meeting as an ex- loose ends.
White House Press Secretary
Waterfield is not a dry," o'clock at the Legion Cabin on continue mostly good to excel- by were blamed for the wood
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Green, Win- officio member of the board. said
Weyler told the distillery work- Fourth street, it was announc- lent. Considerame alfalfa and shed blaze. Firemen sprayed the go, on the birth of a seven he was "very pleased" and that Charles 0. Ross said yesterday
ers.
ed by James Warren. eemman- some red clover and timothy hay back wall of the barber shop to pound girl last night at the the meeting was "very hooeful." that whether or not Mr Tr(Editor's note: In the opening der.
of good qoality was made during prevent alp serious damage.
Fulton hospital.
! He said he will pinpoint a state- man vetoes it. he will send a
address of his campaign June
the week. Gardens are improving
wide advisory committee to help message explaining his action. .
All
members
are
urgert
to
be
14 Waterfield had this to say
gerierally.
• 66
•
oo
!the board and Math& promote
present, .for the local axed. is
the fair, its members to be made
•/ -1
designate delegates to atteed .+0
t up of "leading citizens" from all
9.
the district meet in Mayfield on
state, and virlous
ks
waits
Bridges halted the hearing at- Pae
Washington, June 19—(41—
Sunday, June 22, where, in turn, EneriiteerS Won
Senator, Bridges (ReNall asked ter devoting two afternoons to;
delegates will' be named to atWee Cabinet officers today to testimony from ranking aides of I
tend ea state meet to be held to,
.
Union City—Sheriff Robert
•
outline official American policy the three cabinet officers. He
select delegates to the national
;• t
Harrison reported that Burrell
Knoxville,
Tenn.,
June
19—(T)
what he called Russia's did not say whether Marshall.'
toward
convention. '
McCullough. about 35. Obion
—A statement that the Brother- "legalized looting of Germany Patterson and Snyder will test•
'
.
Clarksville, Tenn., June 19—
county. has been a patient in
ify in person or whether they.l
This is the channel through hood of Locomotive Engineers with printing press money."
OP)—The B. F'. Goodrich Comthe
Union City Clinic since
.
Bridges, chairman of a threeJ will be asked to submit statepany plant here was idled today which local Legionnaires ap- will not seek a wage -.increase
Sunday receiving treatment for
MethodiMt
by a union demonstration and proach the Congress in Wash- when. the five railroad brother- man committee inquiry into the menta.
shotgun blast
wounds. The
No dale was set for the next
a labor-management conference. ineton, as it is the national hocds open contract negotia- Army's multi-million dollar inBoth company and union of- convention that forms the poll- tions with the railroads later vaslon currency "overdraft," re- meeting of the combined Sen-I Revival services will begin at sheriff said McCullough has 20
Crutchfield
Methodist or 30 pellets in his arms, side
ficials said no strike had been cies of 'he Leeiqn and makes: this month was made here by quested the policy declaration ate appropriations, armed ser- , the
govern- the independent • union's grand from Secretary of State Mar- vices and banking eermanseee, church Sunday morning, June and chest.
called, but representatives of recommendations to
Harrison said he was told that
Patterwith
the
Rev.
R.
H. Clegg.
engineer,
War
chief
Aivanley Johns- shall, Secretary of
.
But Bridges said the admirals- ' 22,
the two groups were holding a ment officials.
the shooting ocourred Sunday at
son and Secretary of the Trea- tration "cannot ask taxpayers pastor. in charge.
In making the announcement ton of Cleveland, 0.
conference and -.sae leant was
Here to attend the 23rd an- sury Snyder.
of the meeteng, Comdr. Warren
to continue paying out millions The first sermon of the re-' a home at Bondurant. Ky.. near
idle.
will follow Sunday School Hickman, where McCullough
The "overdraft" resulted from of dollars to rehabilitate a war-I
Local 194 of the CIO United stressed that It is the duty of ritial Southeastern convention of
Rubber Workers said the con- every Lee:connate,in Fulton to. the engineers' union; Johnston the redemption of millions of torn world and at the same time i service, at 9:45 am. During the and C. I. Hmmlett, also of Obion
1
week
the morning services will county, had gone to make a
ference was preceded by "a dem- be present tonight in order ,that told the Knoxville Journal in an German marics printed by soviet allow this legal looting of Crerauthorities from many
press ; be at 10:30 and the evening wor- call. The sheriff said the woundonstratten of union strength." truly representative deleg,ates interview last -night that his occupation
printing
with
1 ship at 8, o'clock. The public ed man was not inclined to
chosen to voice the unien's demands: .will be for plates supplied by the American
Subject of the parley was not may be
I is invited.
launch a complaint in the case.
.
changes in working-, rules.
government.
wishes of the local post.
revealed.
Myer
lin)tyer of New York (lower it ft) bide farewell to Passenger.. before the takeoff at Laguard a Field, N. Y.,
of first arountethe.eorld passenger plane, thc clipper, Amerisa.

Goodrich Plant
Mayfield—Graves
count y At Clarksville
farmers have been breeding
etock by artificial insemination Idled By Parley
since December, 1945, officials
of the Graves County Cooperative Artificial Breeding Associatlon said yesterday. The statement was made after a story
from Louisville earlier in the
week claimed two calves born
near Crestwood by artificial ingemination were the first to be
born by that method in the
state,
•
Lexington—New state councilor of the Daughters of Amenca IS Mrs. Elsie Reichert of Bellevue. She was elected yesterday
at the close of a three-day state
convention.
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In Past Week
Light Rainfell,
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Election Meddling CharRed0
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•
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Waterfield is Best Candidate,
IK. F. L.Secretary Tells Workers

By The Associated Press
Louisville,—Charles L. Scott,
Louisville, heads the negro division of Harry Lee Waterfield's
campaign for the Democratic
nomination for governor. William Chileers, Louisville, has
been named by Scott as shaleman of the negro division, World
War veterans.
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13 IN RACE NOW

New York. June 19--(4)
)-Fiftcca persons on 37 aboard the
Fun hmelican World Aitweye
Cot•stell;teon Eclipse wen. killed
early tadey when the
lirer
crashed at Meyadine, Syria,
while tarying to mike a toned
landing, the airline ennounced.
Eight of the deed were wt.:rangers. Seven were crew members the remaining 22 le:tam/gem
and crew meatbers were de1 scribed es gate although an
earlier ranort said three were
teriously injured and seven were
less critically hurt.
Pan Amer:can said no other
g details of the crash, which occurred while the plane W3/I en
route frem Karachi to Istanbul.
were available here. Names of
the dead passengers were not
known immediately.
The company said information from Its Damescus °Ince
,wee that the three crew men:leers who survived were Purser
Alithony
Volpe,
Stewardess
Jane Bray, both of New York,
and Third Officer Eugene W.
Roddenberry, of River Edge, N.
J.
The plane was trying to make
a forced landing near Ernyadine,
Syria.
First reports of the crash led
to fears that it was the clipper
America, which left New York
June 18 with a party of American publishers and officials
aboard for the inaugural flight
of Pan-American's commercial
round-the-world service.
An official said the Constellation plowed into the flat kern
soil along the Euphrctes river
at 3:30 a. m., (8:30 p. m.,
Wednesday, eastern standard
time) the plane left Karachi at
* 9:30 p. an., (10:30 a. m., est) yesterday.
A Pan American spokesman
said the clipper was the same
plane which turned back at
• Gander, Newfoundland, on the
outbound flight early this week,
after developing engine trouble.
It had been delayed two days.
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He Got His Free Plug
Actor John Hall and his .vocalist
Frances Langford. were shut down in their
private plane near Santa Monica, Calif.,
Sunday. a nationwide news service disclosed.
Then when reporters checked into details
of the story. it developed that the ham in
the actor had inspired the first interview.
Nall was piloting a swivel chair in an office
at the California flying field where the accident happened. Mrs. Hall was somewhere
around the building, he confessed, not in the
plane. Hall said he was -just thinking of
publicity."
He got publicity. all right, but it will be a
cold day in August when those same reporters put his name in their stories again, we'll
venture.
To our way of thinking. there are few acts
more despicable than deliberately giving false
information to a newsman. The hoax always
Is discovered, bat ssintalmes the reporter and
his employer are blamed, however unjustly.
for inaccuracy by a meting public which has
learned to expect the best news coverage in
the world.
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the local news
The Associated Press is entities sclusively to the use for republication of all
printed in this newspaper, as wen as all AP news dispatches.

BAR
EL
etc.
Col
R.
son

The taming of Harris Fork creek. it appears,
Is strictly a local problem.
Army Engineers who looked over the creek
basin last April said yesterday they had no
authority to help in dredging the creek near
South Fulton, and that it's not backwater
from the Caton river that causes the creek
to overflow, anyway. They maintained that
there is sufficient fall in the creek bed from
South Fulton to its mouth in lower °barn
county to carry off all flood waters, if the
proposed city project is completed.
The next step will be the straightening and
widening of Ilarris Fork in Fulton and South
Fulton, which is moving along slowly but
surely. Then, if it develops that. backwater
from the Obiou river dues affect local conditions,. the Army Engineers might be called
in to do something about it. At any rate,
they've left a good talking point fur the flood
victims if the city project isn't es effective
as everyone hopes it will be.

I'tifinish('d Task
Highway safety in the United Seale% look
big strides forward in the tart 30 monlateataut
there still remains a tremendous, nation-wide
job of traffic law enforcement, safety education and engineering before conditions can
be considered notably -better.
The action program adopted in May 1946
by the President's Highway Safety Conference and distributed throughout the country
as a pattern for reducing traffic death frequency, has been utilized in whole or part by
many States and communities, but uniformity
and standardization still are lacking in large
sections of.the country.
A national task still rerrlanis and can be
most effectively accuamlished by more literal
and widespread support of the Action Program for highway safety and its principles
by every community in the land.
The conference summary revealed: Lack of
greater legislative progress was attributed to
lack of aggressive leadership and to public
apathy.
Travel by motor vehicles reached an alltime high in 1946, yet deaths on the highways
were reduced by 8.500 as compared with 1941,
the year which had held the previous record
for motor vehicle miles traveled.
In 1946 there were 9.8 deaths per million
miles traveled.
Total killed on the highways in 1946-33,500.
Approximately 1.2 million persons were injured.
Approximate economic loss from traffic
accidents—I.5 billion dollars.
The nation-wide inventory of highway safety conditions as they exist today revealed improvement in many sections in the matter of
traffic laws and ordinances, but the goal is
far from accomplished.

Slumber Seat
New Yoric,--1,P)—A chair built extra wide.
so that it can be backed into easily, and with
tilted back and curved arm rests to encourage sprawling. is a Chippendale item going up far auction here next week.
The Eitglish, the auction people explain,
called it a drpnkard's chair.

The Princes'Problems
Ely MAW 11144.11*
AP W.W.I; Atkin 4•µ84
India's turbulent progress toward independence—sadly divided as the is
racially. politically and aticialia—le proChicitia
Melly the problem that close observers anticipated in connection with lite diapOsition
of the more than 500 princely states Which arc
governed by autocrats of groat wealth who
broadly speaking have the power of life and
death over their subjects.
These potentates, by and large, are apitchronisms who have ridden down to us trout
out of medieval times on their regally Millartanned elephanta, to continue their Ara Man Nights lives in the midst of a primitive
splendor which has to be seen to be believed.
There are. of course, great mid good princes
Who have caught tip with the times and have
served their people well. However, there are
many more who toil not but view life through
the eyes of ancestors who lived on the sweat
of their unhappy subjects.
These relics of by-gone days now stand,
bewildered and unloved, at the cross-roads of
their existences. They are on their way out,
but the manner of their exit will be determined as India progresses in self-government. Many of the minor rulers of tiny states
can be disposed of summarily, but there are
pow,tial sovereigis. or great states who
can't be dismissed so lightly.
The so-called native states ruled by the
princes comprise two-fifths of the territory
of India and have a population of some 90,000.000—over one-fifth of the total population. The rest of the country is made up of
the provinces of British India.
These two vast areas present entirely different problems. In British India we have the
Hindu-Moslem feud which has resulted in
that part of the country being partitioned into two independent statea--Hindustan tHindu I
and Pakistan I Moslem I. But complicated as
is the position in British India, it is ten-fold
more so in the native states.
The British government has said that it
will give every encouragement to the hundreds of princes to affiliate either with Hindustan or Pakistan. England aims at achieving as united an India as possible, but will
,not deny the native states the right to establish an independent status if they so desire.
However, the All-India Congress party,
which is dominant in Hindustan. has announced that it is against any native state
declaring its independence of the two new
dominious of Pakistan and Hindustan. On the
other hand, Mahomed All Jinnah, president
of the Moslem League and prospective head
of the state of Pakistan, says the princely
states will be free to adopt any course they
like.
There we have the makings of more strife,
and it may be bloody. The great native states
of Travancore and Hyderabad already have
signified their intention of declaring their
independence, and they have standing armies
with which to back up their intentions. At
least 49 states maintain troops under treaty
agreement with Britain. and other states
have feudal forces.
Several important native states already
have indicated their intention of joining Hindustan,and the likehood is that many others
will affiliate themselves with either Hindus
or Moslems. But it will be surprising if some
of the major states don't follow. Hyderabad
and Travancore in a stand for absolute independence.

Bucking Their Town
A dozen Fulton businessmen have put up
$20,000 so that the city can proceed with plans
for taming Harris Fork creek, which has had
a bad habit of overflowing parts of the city
In heavy rainfalls. This is the Bart of thing
that is done by people who love their town.
These men deserve their fellow-citizens'
thanks.—Paducah Sun-Democrat.
—Paducah Sun-Democrat.

IT COULD BE VERSE
There's a spot in our flinty-hard heart
Strangely tender For the new auto owner with his first
Dented fender.

Prison Bait

Salem. Mass.. Juue 19—t.4')—Burglars who
visited Jerry's Army-Navy store could be going on a long vacation.
They stole Slag() worth of fishing and hunting equipment.

Letters From Japan
Chicagis—sPt—The Chicago Association of
Commerce and Industry has received several
letters from Japancse school children who
arc anxious to correspond with American boys
and girls.
Otto et the first letters. mast of aSsicit are
written t Enslish, was from a boy who wrote:
"Gout! Aftcrnuol! lbo ware you? Hsu: is the
weather? 1 beg ysur pardon. Good layer

Million Gallium
Of Gasoline Consunieil
lit Kentucky During Year

2%

AONON 'GOAN
SOitaa

Many a fellow who started out. to set the
world on fire sees little real progress after
Vac:rat years of working like biases.
A hopeful sign that the landlord's market
may be on the way out appears in this paris.
Tenn., classified ad intended to draw the hotweather trade: "Par rent—nicely furnished
conditioned, ice water furnish-bedroom,
ed."
Madisonville police searching for a stolen
$125 found $2400 in cash concealed in a
heating stove at the home of a negro woman,
giving a new and literal Wet to the slang
term "hot money."

Washington, June 19 --1'—
Williamson ToThe Brown
bacco Corp of Louisville, Ky..
has agreed to quit advertising
that Raleigh cigarettes tire
"right for the throat."
Announcement of the agreement was made yesterday by
the Federal Trade Commission,
which added in a statement
that it had accepted a atintila Lion in which the fir m
agreed to "discontinue any other
representation to the effect
that Raleighs have been adapted to, or made suitable for, the
throat so that smoke tram such
cigarettes is beneficial to the
throat or less harmful to the
throat than the smoke front
other cigarettes."

Motor vehicle usage as Measured by gasoline consumption
showed a big increase during
1947, according to Eugene Stuart, secretary-manager of the
Louisville Automobile Club.
Stuart reported that during
the past year a total of 290.776,000 gallons of gasoline were cons.umed for highway use hi this
state, an increase of 100,132,000
gallons or3.7 per cent over 1945.
Motorists in b;entucky paid a
total of $19,013.000 in state motor
vehicle fuel taw during 1946
as (simpered with $14 177000
during the proceeding year.
Stuart pointed out that these Non•linion Drivers Used
• figures apply only to state gas
Lexington Buses
C.
tax collections and are in addi- To Run
Lexington, Ky., June 19,--tils—
tion to taxation of motor fuel
Trainload of houses starts trip to new townsitst from Sheau, Ore. The town moved four times
Lexington Railsitrikebound
The
by the federal government.
the Sheviai-Ifixon Lumber company L•hilitad operat oils from Minnesota 36 years ago. The
way Cystem dispatched two
whole,
nation
as
a
the
"For
re heist:LI up un railroad cars and hauled 40 miles to its fifth
town's more than 350 building\
Stuart said, "motor vehicles biases from its terminal today,
years.
site. The move Is the steond itt
burned up the high total of approximately one hour after
19,339.492 gallons, gain of more the ultimatium deadline for
!Columbus, are doing
than 8,600,000,000 gallons or Mg drivers and mainteaance men to
return to work or :le discharged.
Mrs. Roland Daniels. Troy, is per cent over the
Bus 'resident D. D. Stewart
doing nicely.
procedingya.
cald tney were manned by non-•
Savers Thomas and baby are
"California led all the states
union drivers.
doing nicely.
the amount of gasoline used
Mrs. M. A. Harris is the same. in motor vehicles, followed by
by
Mrs. Betty Fiatt is improving.
New York and Pennsylvania.
Little Sandy Shaw is about Biggest percentage increase was
Ark., after visiting friends and the same.
FULTON BRIDE-ELECT
registered by Nevada with WO
relatives here.
111 HONOREE TUESDAY
Little Nora Bynum is improv- per
•u!
end N•iiiiii
cent climb in 'while 90Ping.
the yes."
during
sumption
Judge Milton Anderson, WickMiss Thelma Pliarris, of FittMrs. Louis i:rill, Cayce, has
ton, whose marriage to Harold liffe, Judge Elvis Stahr, Hick- been dismissei
Ross of Hardin will take place man, and Flavius Martin, MayMildred Patterson has been
'
,walk Clinic Poilponed
Thursday, was complimented field, are in Fulton today.
dismissed.
The Olaion county health'
with a linen shower Tuesday.
Boyd
has
been
Eller
Mrs.
dieMisses Doris and Lois Winfrey
nurse sltid today the ached*d
Her grandmother, Mrs. E. W.
GRAPEFRUIT
missed.
Hicks, and her sister, Mrs. Iter- returned last night from Mem- I Mrs. Joe Arnold, Union City, clinic at South Filltrat WW1
JUICE
had been postponed. Announcenerd Bostick, were hostesses at phis, where they visited their has been dismisse.l.
sister, Mrs. J. H. Rhodes. Mrs.
ment of the new date will be
the Hicks home.
Adonis Jones returned home with
made later.
Games and contests were ar- them for a few days' visit.
Fulton Hospital—
ranged by Mrs. Leslie Walker and
L. C. Bone Slc, who is staaiDeg•
Admitted:
. It is now passim in photogifts were presented by little tioned at Norfolk, Va., is spend_
Clarence Fortner, Clinton.
graph human vocal curds In acdressed as a
Judy Outland,
Cp‘i OPP
ing a leave with his parents, Mr.
SE
Mrs. Carl Williams Harrisoa, tion. ,
bride.
and Mrs. Lloyd Bone. He will
rtr
An ice course was served from return to Norfolk this weekend. Fulton, Route.
l'h
alE131311C11111411111111111111111•111111111111113111111111111111111••111111111••5
Dismissed:
the dining table, covered with a
TIt
Mrs. Guy Lacewell and baby,
Staff Sgt. James 0. Hicks and
lace cloth and centered with an
arrangement of mimosa. sweet Mrs. Hicks spent last weekend Fulton.
LAST TIMES TODAY •
•
Mrs. Madelsitte liondurant.
peas, pansies, and snowballs, to with Mr. and Mrs. Carl King.
Ann
Cayce.
2:40:13-9:23 •
111
iv I
Mesdames John E. Kiritsey and
Shows
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Randolph
KraA. H. Morgan of Paducah; JewTE
and,
.1
Nell Dockery, Law- mer and three little daughters.
Oft
ell Eng\
They spoke her name in whispers...
rence B own. Roy Howell, Ores- of Owensboro, will arrive this
FI(
Ph(
sic Mae Wks, Bessie Floyd, Ka- afternoon to visit Mr. Kramer's QUESTION. Is the Atomic!
love with all their hearts,
her
envied
and
parents,
Mr
and
Mrs.
T.
J.
-Energy Commission now meettherine Underwood, Leon Wright,
Apo!?
ing 'regularly?
Wesley Beard, Cecil Bin ford, Vir- Kramer, Sr., on Second street.
•
Commission
met
The
ANSWER:
gil Pharis, Nora Byrn. Calvin
Betty Jean Rawls has
Missi
•
EL
Hicks. Ray Maris, Hei:Jert Kir- return
home after visiting June limit the request of Andrei •
Cc".
Gronayko of the Soviet Union.
by, S. J, Walker, Jr
•
relativ s 111 Covington.
This was the first meeting in
Mesdames Collie Walker, Mottle Weatherspoon, Walker Comm.
Mrs. W. W. Blackstone and open session in three months.
I Capitola McAlister, John How- daughter, Marian, are on a although the work of the Coin- I
.•
•
; ell, Guy Brown, Bert Walker, ten-day visit in Water Valley, mission has been carried on
:c
ADDED—FOX NEWS
I Jim Walker, Author Fite, Lar- Miss.. in the home of Mr. and through its committee.
QUESTION: Will the UN in- ill
'FY Minaret, Aaron Kirby, Leslie Mrs. R. A. Blackstone,
•
▪ quiry commission an Palestine .0
. Walker, Reed McAlister, WilBobby
Pasham
has
returned
LAST TIMES TONIGHT!
1 tbrd Jetton, Russell Brockman,
hesr testimony from all groyne
, •
Randle McAlister. Byron Mc- to his home in Jackson after Involved in the dispute?
•
Skews
7:15-9:30 p
ANSWER' According to- a cods- g
, Mister. Amite Phelps, Also Hicks, Nialting here for a few days.
'John Ladd, Robert Gardiner, R.
munique isssed by the Special al
—DOUBLE FEATURE —
Committee of Investigation on •
W. McAlister, Jess Wry, Willard
Palestine, to be inserted in the II
!Outland, James Hicks, Frank
•
Palestine press, it "expects to
, Thompson, Rich Gardner, Cora Junes Clinic—
!f.1 aid
•
receive such written and oral •
; Hicks, Engene Waggoner. EuErrol
Eleanor
gene Bondurant, Lyndal Hicks;
Mrs. Arch Huddleston. Sr., has testimony as it may deem useful from the Mandatory Power,
Misses Shirley Ladd, Alla Mai been admitted.
Howell, Marileen Brown. Boone
W. W. Ethridge 15 doing nice- from the representatives of the,
population of Palestine, from
Walker, Dale Pharis, Wanda Sue ly.
ri
Hicks, Robert Floyd, Betty McMrs. John Colley and baby governments, and from organNations :-,nd individuals."
Alister, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Bur- are doing nicely.
nett.
Mrs. W. M. Crawford is im- QUESTION: What is the report •
on security and disarmament re- le
proving.
Sa.r
HOLEY-MOONEY
Mrs. W. M. Mitchum is im- cently issued by the Commission;
La,
a
to Study the Organization of!
proving.
—Puma—
Psi
Miss Dorothy Holly, daughter
Peace?
Mrs.
W.
remains
thy
I-1.
Brown
SIDNEY
of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Holly, of
ANSWER: This 33-page report
TOLER in
Fulton, and Jack Mooney, son same.
Mrs. E. L. Sanders is absu is the fifth report of the Corn- 8
of Mrs. Mary Mooney, of Baltisame.
the
mission, research affiliate of theillna•SIMINISSIIIIIDIS••••••1111111111111111123111111111111111111•D
Pas
more, Md.. were married June
rs.Acrlan Mann and baby American Association for the —
ate
18, at 1 p. m., by Justice of the
"a
doing
nicel,.
inare
United
survey
Nations.
The
con
Peace W. E. Boatman. at CorMrs. Jack Saekson has beer dicates steps within the !minepal
inth, Miss.
I
work of the UN Charter where.
130
The couple will make their dismissee
ay
ndth c
UuNr,tcyan maintaincvers
e
Billy .i.ss ralmer l.t Seen dis- b
home in Fulton.
It
$
7;36.. Raymond Sutton and phases of security as armed'
peacmi
HUD -ELECT HONORED
forces and facilities; strategic
WITH PERSONAL SHOWER
baby have been dismissed,
tin
bases,
trusteeships
and
waterFor
Carmen Winstead has been.
too
ways; reguilition of armaments
Mrs. Stanley Parham honored dismissed.
Off
including atomic energy, other
Miss Jean Rhodes, bride-elect
weapons, of mass destruction
of Richard McClure, with a Haws Mentarial—
end Other Sandwiches of All Kinds.
and conventional armaments;
personal shower yesterday afteron Martin Highway—One block south of traffic light.
Mrs. Emmett Reese, Route 2, international penal sanctions.
noon at her home on Carr street.
and capacity of UN to reach de• Upon the honoree's arrival the has beep admitted.
CURB SERVICE
Mrs. Ioyle Frieids, Dukedom. cisions.
hostess pgresented her with a
QUESTION: When does the
lovely corsage. airing the af- has been admitted.
J. C. Weatherspoon has bees Economic and Social Council
ternoon she opened her many
meet again?
admitted for an operation.
lovely gifts.
Mrs. Jasper Vowell, Fulton, is ANSWER: The Council will meet
Angel ftsai cake topped with
again in July at Lake Success.
whipped f cam was served to doing nicely.
the folio. 1: guests: Mrs. M.
Little Bobby Merryman. FulWornen's voices are somewhat
8. Rhodes.: 3. J. T. Conley, Mrs. ton. Route 4. is doing nicely folharder to understand over Os:
C. D. Jon . Miss Jane Huff- lowing an operation.
)
man. Mis. nammye Williams.
Miss Josephine Shankle is telephone than men's.
Miss Mary 1. luise Simons, Miss doing fine.
, Jean Shelbs. Miss Wilma Jean
Mrs. Royce Dyer and baby are
Harris, Mr -. John Adams. Mrs. doing nicely.
Billy Jolley Mrs. Dana CarpenMrs. A. G. Baldridge is imter, Miss Marjorie Puckett, the proving.
honoree and the hostess.
Mrs. Thomas Johnson is doThose sending gifts but till- ing nicely.
for
able to attend were Mrs. Guy
Little Allen Bennett is imMcClure, Mrs. Walter Voelpel, proving.
WELL
DIGGING
Mrs. Charity Thomas, Mrs. J. D.
H. A. French is the same.
Sextant aid Miss Sara Owens.
Mrs. Paul Isbell and baby.
WELL REPAIRING
Hickman. are chant nicely.
and
Mrs. George Haygood and
-11/e give special attention In Weddirg
baby, Dukedom, are doing nice-
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"THE TRAP"
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KENTENN GRILL
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REAL BAR-B-Q

SPECIAL

Parker House Rolls,doz.

See
II. E. GRIGGS

Raisin Bread

s ssallemeisdiativarseramemsaavss

18c,

•

20c

White Coconut Layer Cake --- 55c

PERSONALS

Mr. awl Mrs. Phillip Brigga
Mrs. Ruby Wilson is doing
left this afternoon for Louia- nicely.
sine, where they will make Oleic
T. D. Butts is doing nicely
home. Mr. Briggs, who finished folloaring rua operation.
his pre-medical work at Murrty
Mrs. dials Patterson. HickMay 27, will enter the Univer- man, is doing nicely.
sity of Louisville Medical School.
Baby Larry Wayne Daniels.
Charles D'arwes Thomas has re- Troy. is doing nicely.
Mrs. Herman Reich And baby,
turned to his home in Parkin,

FAIRBANKS-MORSE
WATER PUMPS
WATER SOFTENERS
WELL SUPPLIES
Telephone 1199-R
Union City, Tenn.
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For Your Throat,
Company Admits

Big Increase
In Auto Use
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Tops For Work
This hefty weight Sanforized shrunk
shirt has matching, rugged pants in
colors Texaco Green and Army Tan.

BIG SMITH

Shirts Size 11 to 17

SLACK SUITS

Pant.; size

29 to 14

Price 2.98 -3.98
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Buy your size in
BIG SMITH's
Look Neat
Be Comfortable

Made. Made in All Elastic web
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raffle light.

your builLt
there is a BIG SMITH overall
to fit you. Here is an overall
that is truly tailored so that
a comfortable attractive fit
Is always yours for the ask.
ing1 lien requiring longer
leg lengths need longer bodies
also. BIG SMITHs are therefore made with rise and bib
lengths graduated according
to the length of legs as illustrated by actual photo showing three lengths in same
waist sise.l.
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They"re brute* for rough going, but insid e, Star
Brands are smooth,soft and supple. Built over lasts
that favor working feet with loyal support and plenty
of be room.Famous for sem ice since 1898.Sizes6 to 12.

For on and off duty. Be comfortable in this
Shantung matched suit. Sanforized shrunk.
Tan and Green.

Price 3.98 to 7.98

Pants Sizes 29 to 42.

Shirts Sizes ii to 17

Price 2.98

Price 2.98

ROBERTS' STORE

422 Lake. Street

Fulton. Kentucky

Fulton. Ky.
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FULGHAM NEWS !inThomas
B
INIgham Homemakers club !
met with Mrs. L A. illaupe Friday afternoon with Mx. II. IL
Armbruster presiding.
After conducting routine business, the following officials
were elected: President, Mrs. H.
T. Bugg; Vice-president, Mrs.
Dewey House; sec-treas, Mrs.
Everett Foster; program conductor, Mrs. Len Barclay. Other
'leaders will be named at the
next meeting which will be with
• Mrs. Jack Vaden.
The regular lesson on home
canning of iruiLe, 'Notables
and fruits, was ably given by
Mrs. Barclay and Mrs. Otis Farmer had charge of the recreational program 'rlie hostes served cookies and lemonade to
three visitore, Mrs. Ray Farmer,
LOUlse Armbruster, and Frances
Martin, and the following membee: Mesdames Edward Kimble,
Len Barclay, E. N. Armbruster,
Everett Foster, H. V. Bugg Otis
Fernier and L. A. Shupe.

it the son of Mr
and Mrs. Ilioniati B. Pewit( of
Water Valley, Ky. He er.istilitted
at Pilot Oak and later served
Mx years in the U. 8 Navy. After honeymooning in he Smoky
Mountains, they will reside for
the present with the bridegrooms's patents:, in Water Valley.

ilt.
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Hollywood—I'd stood around' late father? "No. I've ak, .
,
an hour and a half waiting to' tried to avoid that." Doug
1 •'11 ii
.it 1 ,•••
talk to Doug Fairbanks, Jr., so!'That would be an inipertnalico
(1 1 Mm',
,1
it was a pleasure to sink finally 1 on my part. He was too wore'Mr Erin,
Into a chintzy easy chair in his l those things are not imita.,
ii A11::. Lee
,j not
In my father's pictures, ta on: ,,
dressing room.
Mrs. Bill Bowen of Galveston,
iA'o • ),
sort of ballet q: ;, li tricod.
a
had
which
u all
in
Texas, is in the Jackson hospital
How, I asked, did he like being' ty, were the basis of story nil
Mr .J11 h
snd
•
at Clinton with "blood poisonthe producer as well as the stari Mg; in mine they are st .1- air.. Tnaituie
ing" in her foot, caused by stepof a picture? A lot of extra head-! dary."
•"
:on vi;.toti MI
ping on a rusty nail two weeks
i.•
aches, probably? "The Exile" is
(Iris•om. lasit
Just the mine. Doug, J:.
ego. Mrs. Bowen was here visitthe Douglas
Fairbanks Corn-, heeding an audience poll uhich Vi'Ii
Mesdames
sisters,
her
ing
patsy's first production.
Sunday vi it i
shows a three-to-one prefereitc••
Blamer Hunt, Ivie Bradley, and
\
Handsome Doug lit a cigarette! for him in adventure piet,ir••s Mrs. Hopei I III
C. C. Jackson. Her condition was
(Igai N „.*1
mod'
and
smiled.
straight
"There
would
than
rather
have*
serious for awhile, but is now
ond
been a lot of headaches but for rules.
satisfactory.
the fact that we worked on this
called
was
Elliott
Mrs. Willie
LI
picture eight or nine months beto Fulton hospital Friday night
fore shooting started," he said
!`“
by the critical illness of her
"I have the same business manmother, Mrs. Vadah Humphreys.
who
ager,
Erickson,
Clarence
guest
the
was
Sands
F.
E.
Bro.
some improvement, is reported
was with my father 25 years,
on
now.
and we carried over a lot of of Mr. and Mrs. Lon Brown
Nicholas
Pete
Mrs.
Mr. and
Pearl street from church Sun- ; t„„
that
corner-cutting
tricks,
save
have returned to their home in
day.
expenses, from silent days."
Palestine, Texas, after visiting
HOPKINS-PEWIT!
Mr. and Mrs. D. Nelson spent
Such as what? Well, not corn - Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Harhere in the homes of Rule
Saturday, June 14, at 2 p. m., Nicholas, Holy and A. J. Whitmating any
actors to go on old Pewitt.
salary until you know you're
Rev. A. B. Rogers read the mat- lock.
Mrs. Gus Donoho it. on the
ready to start production
rimonial vowe to Miss %iodine
. . sick list, but improving.
Ted Pillow of Detroit spent a
Hopkins and Thomas B. Pewitt few days here last week with
And plotting every move, every
Mr. and Mrs. Percy King
camera angle, on
in the East Clinton parsonage his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
drawings spent Sunday with laer brother.
in the presence of Miss Rumetta Pillow. Other visitors in the
thumb-tacked, scene by scene, Doyle Philips, and Myra.
George Leroy Dollar, 7, (center, front row), poses at a childHopkins, sister of the bride, and Pillow home Sunday were: Mr.
on
office
Doug's
long bewall
Mrs. Tommie Stokes and
ren's home in Augusta. Ga., with his six brothers and sisters,
James Pewitt, brother of the and Mrs. Wallace Humphreys of
fore production begins.
children, of Jackson. Miss.. are I
Fulghum
Key
Q.
C.
J.
L.
and
ted
Sheriffs
Deputy
after
Doug rolls out of bed to start spending the week %vile' her parbride-groom.
E. St. Louis, Mr. and Mrs. James
John Deere has just announced a new series of
The attractive bride chore for Wheeler and children of Mayhis working day at 6:15. He ents, Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Caldhis parents, Frank J. Dollar, an itenerant Junk dealer from
and "1i" Tao-C rlirrdrr Tractors —tractors that
"A"
the occasion a street length field, Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson
reads the papers while hair- well.
Brooklyn, and his wife on charges of chaining the boy to a tent
you new performance... new ease of hanbring
drew of white eyelet with Barclay and children of Fulton,
dresscrs apply his black wig at
igrh.,t,
r.rm
d aurn,teW
rse.r C
paanndiedMh
dling... new climfort... new and
pole In the tent in which they lived five miles from Augusta,
brown and white accessories. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Pillow
the studio. His black-dyed hair acc
Morin
even greater value than ever before!
Her flowers were variegated of Hickory, and Mr. and Mrs.
scared the daylights out of his Allen Pedigo, to her home in
Ca. Washed, fed and clothed, the children are (left to right).
it*"
Cyclone engines, in both all-fuel
00:nations tied with gold rib- Rob Pillow.
two young daughters the first Chicago last week.
First row. Dorothy. 2, George Leroy; and Florence, 3. Back
, bons.
and gasoline types ... tbdr.srlic Powr-Trol ... plus
night he wore it home; they
Sunday guests in the Goebel
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bard. Mr:. •
row: Charles (Chuckyn 10-months; Emma, 10; June 11, and
Her attendant wore baby pink Jackson home were Mr. and
ran screaming and hid in a far A. M. Browder and Mr. and Mrs.
18 other advanced features are yours in these rest
and sky blue with brown and Mrs. Cayce Archer and children , Jimmy 9.
part of the house.
new tractors. See us for complete information.
Glyn Bard visited Mr. and Mrs.
white accessories, and carried of Evansville, Ind., Mr. and Mrs.,
Lunch consists of a sandwich L. B. Counsil and Litany hi
a oorsage of pink carnations Lee Jackson and two stain of
and glass of milk in his office, Ridgley, Tenn.. Sunday afterand
were
Deroit
Medley
dad,
her
Dewey
with
visit
a
for
came
with blue and white ribbons.
along with conferences, letter- noon. Their son. Parker, le..
McConnell, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs.:
Vodine is the daughter of Mr. Henry Breshears of Harris Sta- A. L. Montgomery and family. united in marriage at Napoleon, dictating, and decisions big and from a moving car several ds
CLINTON
FULTON
Mr. and Mrs. Gordie Vanpool Ohio, Saturday, June 14. Dewey
and Mrs. Fred Hopkins and Is a tion, and Mr. and Mrs. Fate
PHONE 3651
PHONE 169
01 Detroit are spending their is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Solon little. His work day ends be- ago and fractured hls skull, .
graduate of Fulgham high Bone and children.
improved.
vacation here in the homes of Medley, but is a native of Tenn. tween six and seven, and he's
school. At the present she is emin bed soon after eight.
1.0110 Watts and sister, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mobley
ployed at the J. C. Penney Co. Walton Mullets have returned to Jack Vaden. J. H. Vanpool and They will reskie In Detroit where
Is
he
trying
intentionally
to
visited
Mr. and Mrs. Walter
The NEW JOHN DEERE A'and -El- TRACTORS
he is employed.
E. E. Armbruster.
Detroit after a visit with home
dinilicate the agile feats of his Scholea in Chnton Sunday a fMr. and Mrs. J. C. Ocisson
d relati
folks
Mr. and Mrs. Auttis Mullins
and children and Mr. and Mrs.
/3111 Brown of Fulton spent Will Ed Goasum of Water Val- tWanelle Farmert are the parthe weekend here with his wife.' ley were here Sunday and Mr. ents of a son born June 16, at
who is ill in the home of her and Mrs. Howard House and son the Fuller-Gilliam hospital.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lucian of the sit. Mon section visited
Mies Evie Jackson and Mrs.
Stanley.
visiting her sister, Mrs. Sam- Letha Crenshaw visited in MayMr. and Mrs. Elie Ross and W. A. House and Sid House,
field
Monday with Mrs. Jennie
QUALITY FOOD PRODUCTS
Mr. and Mrs. 0, H. Griffin of
Mrs. Kan Jackson is in Fulton Sullivan and family.
Paducah, visited here Sunday visiting her sister, Mrs. Craig in
S. S. attendance was 100 at
afternoon in the homes of Mrs. here Sunday in the homes of Mt. Pleasant with the following
There Is None Finer
Blamer Hunt and Mrs. Randy the Claud Vaden home.
visitors present: Mr. and Mrs. •
(:OFFEE
Jones with C. C. Jackson and
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Foster Gardie Vanpool and Pete Howell
wife of California.
TEA
Detroit, Lehman Barclay if
of
V.
H.
Mrs.
and
Bugg
and Mr.
Mrs. Addle Schwartz return- and Norris spent Sunday in Paducah and Mrs. Jake CourtPRESERVES
Batavia,
from
Sunday
home
•
I
ed
Spring Hill with Mr. and Mn., ney of Mayfield. Salem coun
PICKLES
N. T., and Detroit, Mich., ac- Joe Grubbs,
70 with two visitors, Mrs.
companied by Mrs. Ed NetherOyster Hut Ketchup
Charley Vaden is doing nice- Burkett and Mrs. Ervene Puck
ton and children of Detroit, who ly in the Jackson hospital fol- of Detroit. Jackson Chapel
MAYONNAISE
lowing a major operation last and Mt. Moriah 64.
SALAD DRESSING
Miss Janet Veatch of Norfolk
Thursday.
and
SMALLMAN
SALAD SPREAD
Mrs. Letha Crenshaw goes to Va., is here for a visit with her
All
WEBB
hospital today parents. Mr. raid Mrs. Noah
APPLE MITER
Veatch and with her sister, Mn.
for an x-ray of her stomach.
RELISH
Several loyal frie.ids from here Porter EV3I1S, who is convalescAt Year Favorite Grocery.
entered the Waterfield Motor- ing from illness.
Bertie
Vaughan
remai
Satisfaction Guaranteed
cade to ?Aunty, Saturday.
Oil, Gas and Coal
quite ill.
'FURNACES
Or Your Money • Back.
Charity Vaden is improvirig
in the Jackson hospit
Instirants ;3 from Fulgham to nicely
Gutters and Down Spouts
so is Mrs. Bill Bowen w
and
is
Prorsburg
at
nu
way.
T1':'!.•
Repaired
and
Replaced
had blood poisoning in her f
2111 Bellevue Ave.
being blaciciopped rhis week.
TELEPHONE 502
Mr. and Mrs. Dub Nicholas
Scawartz new
Bone
Addit3
The
Jackson, Tenn.
Fulton
are moving from a trailar
dwelling on the corner is up. court
in East Detroit to the
covered, doors and windows in, Vernon
Humphrey's ap3rtment
and now ready tor inside w
6644 Canton avenue, Detroit.
Another new bonding here will
Farmers here are really "makbe going up soon for F. Arm- ing hay while
the sun shines,"
bruster on highway 58, just east but in the
meantime they are
of Judge Bennetts. The base- looking
and
for rain
wishing
ment has been dug and lumber clouds as the
soil is plenty dry.
! is being left on the ground.
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WILLIAMS HARDWARE COMPAN

L8c

TObacco

Fine
'counts in a
is What

cigarette

TIN SHOP

Sharp Coffee Co.

The late President F. D. Roosevelt has his name or picture on
Miss Troy Mae Vaughan, about 40 stamps of 10 countries
(laughter 'of Felix Vaughan, of outside the United States,
VAUGHAN-MEDLEY

Frigidaire
Refrigerator ;
• her. are new conveinces ... new interior
•
desip...new in-built quality that only Prigi4sire gives
you. These are only a few
ofthe farms ofthis newer,
fusIt higidsize leftist:vox
Here are some of the
1.
•Famous Meter-Miser
. Mechanism
•3-Year Protection Pisa
•Altporcelain interior
•Exclusive Quickube Trays
•asked Dalai exterior
•Drawer-rype Mest-Tander
•Largefrosea-storagespace
•Porcelain Hydrator

•Coassostos Ase
Model MI-7 shown

FRIGIDAIRE

••, GENERAL MOTORS

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
Walnut Street

Fulton, Kentucky

SPARKLING
CRYSTAL CLEAR
TASTE FREE

SIZED

LUCKY STRIKE presents THE MAN WHO KNOWS—
THE TOBACCO AUCTIONEER!
"I SPEAK as an eye-witness when I say that
season after season, I've seen the ma'kers of
Lucky Strike buy fine,ripe, mellow leaf..,the
kind of tobacco that makes a swell smoke."

In Waterproof Bags

READY TO USE for
P %itTIE.S, ICE CBEAM,ICED DRINKS,IMMTED
BEN I.:RAGES, PICNICS, MOTOR TOURS, Fish.
IM; TRIPS. HUNTING TRIPS

J. M. Sall, independent tobacco auctioneer of Wink. .Salem,N.C., has been a Lucky SP ike amok.r for 29 yenrq

r.
Se remember...

FULTON ICE CO.
PiHnie 72

.ZUCKY STRIKE ifu/EANS
$o Round,So Firm So Fully packed—So Free

013ACCO
•

and Easy on the Draw

•
•
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!Chicks Make It \""'",'"'
Three A Row
At Clarksville

Baseball

nOlillthip

'411Pti r11

TESIERPAY'S
American Lea ;ice
13o.-ion 6, di. Louis 5 IL,

I
411'1.1,
'I be
r; 1' oc: it 1.• .' •
II
,

Clevelant! 0. W:,s1111,!,,,,,I,
Detroit at Plilladelpo • ,
Chicago at New York, 1-

National League
1 0.
New York 12, Pittsburgh 5
4(•
Brooklyn 5, Chicago 3
1/i
.11'.•
St. Louis 5, Philadelphia
I,,
Cincinnati 6. Dustin; 0
---- ----Southern Association
.1
Mobile 6, Memphis 2, 14 inn.
ings
l'.J1s, the one-armed 1 Chattanooga 6, Atlanta 5, 11 7.
Jim
1st
golfer Iruni Mom on, Mass., linnings
(TA:
Nashville 11, Birmingham 5
matched par on all the par three
',,till
New Orleans 9, Little Ruck 7
hole but didn't do so well on
!
American Association
the others, winding up with 81
'vVeisster
Paul
1,
11
innColumbus St.
• • • Walter Artibo of
• Mc,:ii.1,1;
A Grove, Mo., fired eagles on the ings
Milwaukee 4, Indianapolis ii Liii I.
'first and 18th in the course 'at
a 71 round. Too bad the cJurse ,I Kansas City 10, Lotilsyn''.
bad to hve a middle.
urn'v
Tomorrow's Sehedisle
American League --Detroit ti
ornel'eccl
Althoug'i 7.-tri"ain
, New York, Cleveland et Sor;on
OnlY a thlrel the :eon she con- night', Chicago
yti
PAOLI:1;1phi
'
earned irr iD, she prucluced
might), Sit. LOUIS at Washing- ' Mai...sr.:IL
percent c isv• ration.; during ton might;.
'
National I ear:tic-BJ-3ton it 1
World War II.
_
liopkni:
CIo
vii;

Mlle Lee
•
air
with
und

ii

Pullen Deily Loader, Pullen, Kerauch

19, 1917

Plum
New York, June idHollow, in ino,e you li,)11 know,
is .1:he mine or !Ia. ritzy golt
club while the33a, plaiing
PGA tournament, . . . Hobby
Locke, who :wally got 11.40 a
Jam for cleaning Ills ball on. the'
.green duriiig ths ope.: gull
uallfying rounds, still roils
its i.4 when he
absently
has occasion to pick it up oh the I
green .....he golfers who came ,
In as rept:it:mesas or added:
fair ti :y.
starters had
included Al Walrous who 'hot ,
72, and
Ilitaupson,
a 71, Jimmy
Reggie Myles, 73 .

of
tid
week.
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Take 14-11 Game;
To Illay Hoppers
Polls Ie.; its teed three pitchoreirid gave thel,
; hats a heavy
workout last night. as the Fulton Chicks took the Clarksville
Culls 13-11 for their third v:etory in the series.
It was the sixth conse.'utive
win fur the Chicks and then,
eighth in their last nine :tarts.
011:
Johny
After Manager
stepped out on June 10 the
three
out
of
Chicks took two
with Owens:borers league-leading
Oilers at Fzirfield Park. Theo
they swept a three-game senos
with the MadisonVille Miners,
currently in' third place. Their
next rtop was at Clarksville,
where Gill has aimed to ni mage
the hapless
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Senator Cool ', I
F1,11111 IVITIlltri;t1 1 i ,,, II, V..1111'11: liarbourvill". Fty . Jun" 10-,,'P)
day voted with 110 111.,airity as 1.•,(a.: 1,; ',ti. my ; ,le 1 !ICI 4..
1 'Ilse appointinint of Cleopous
the Senato 1111:
V:11
Then- s-. or,' 21 score, .,lingi. l'ure!fttll alai 0 ear McNeil to
to exempt raiirc
11.1110
Pursifili
butt:Ted p.tr , ad 19 wort: which I as,ost II, ad Coach
on g,:t.s annoinwed yesterday by
antl-trust luws tot
s qa...0. a ,,
and oth4r acticltio
• 1,111,iii colliie.
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willWaid
I. r.k
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ley I D-Kyi voted a
7 pi!, , Oen : Y.'11.,,in v 'ill biscball and IiasIcet,.i ,,,, 1,...,11- 0.1.,
measure, which
1 .1:n1 McNeil will help w'th
The game last bight startee House for action.
I.,.-i, Cosi; awl track.
tamely enough, with neither ;We
Lcoring in the first four Wanes.
Fulton managed one run In the
fifth, and the Colts exploded
with six in the bottom of time
I Star Genets. Takes Firc: 1tt fifth. The Chicks made it 6-4
sixth, and lowed a nineliarrodaturg florae Show in the
run attack in the Levelith that
, Harrodsburg,. Ky., June 19-- more than offset the last five
idl-Bast file-gaited stallion at C
le
. tallies In the last of
thla
erikiin
svitlb
I the Harrodsburg horse show last
tii6ht was Star Genius, owned
From Clarksville the Checks
by Mar Hallam farm of Springtz‘ iiine 19
field. Second place went t,. journey to Hopkinsville, for
;;',
ti the Chief Major. ovzned by George three games, stsrting tonight,
-Year .11.-twy
17,),.thertilCiwinn of Danville and Mc-In- then entertain Clarksville for
-,;1!
.11ateur
lyre's Chief, owned by J. W. , three tilts beginning June 22.
we must Lily before we can sell to you. So We
The /toppers an.1 Chicks are
r • •
'
B%1 rat of Edmonton. Ky., was
III,: low prices, too. And when our buy'ng price
with
place
now
,
tied
sixth
for
,n Po .1.
third.
rated
reows down, we immediately reduce our selling
.477 etandings, and Cairo and
led 31 other (it,,' :.eeker: I' to
risen to you. Our 61 years of low-price manna
Union City arc neck and neck
hive proved that low price arc as good Ibt Us
•
ay russ
' for fourth with .500 averages.
us tor you,
.Tunen 19--)P1- Mayfield's 5-4 decision over
,
ti
Waqhltifiten,ear
- -II The .'efiziase urepared to enci its Madisonville list night and the
vie! rm.
01! ;-a...e today in the May-Clarsson Oilers' loss to Cairo cut the
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r .1 origery trial. The government
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e
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reporters
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buuthcrn India fur flavor
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1 , 1 :4:
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000 013 900-13 11 4
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court
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OF 3 VARIETIES
tests
Clarksville 000 060 005-11 10 3
misFion to obtain further tes- • Garland, Sullivan, Shublom
S.,) BALI
Bpi ECK ICED TEA
.linony later from Joseph P. and Lis; Hardee:tic, Atchley,
2 lb. pkg.
' l'reenaan, now ill with a heart Nanole and LItzelfelncr.
ailment.
"vas:ois • y" p:; r:,
Undrr
,
Popular Brands
Br;;10 rinse.
, Score by innings:
it' ;educing her livesterki There are 2,268 carats in a
At Mayfield.
,amo,
CIG.AR
hrti,:wr
An.lation to grow more cer:rt;i, 1 pounci.
11.
Team:
Get pore
M'ville ____101 020 000 4 9 3
Princess Pattern WED
10 cKG. Ai 59
COL: ter GINGER ALE
111 I:0Ar (H %NE sdayfleld __000 400 001-5 8 3 1 1
TEA SPOONS S for 30o
("1'N.
With Kroger Tea box top.'
:?-2 f.tez. bottles
Griffin, King and Zubik; Brill '1
Free order form at Krogew
and DanIston.
-- 19c
I Pitts ticp.
ia .rdi rulice Detective Sergeant Jolla
23 '4 .343 L. Dens said he was bolding Chtia
Russell above, operator of elite
.
3liami, Fla., in the MILANI of
his tut) ctildren and the *est
(lit lug of a couple who lived posit
0 door to his small cottage. Doss
I said the father was being held
• after (he blood-stained bodies of
7 Peggy Russell, 11 and John Russ
7 sell. 6, were found in a bedroom
13!81 oltheir home.
_
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Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey
100 Proof
Stitzel•Weller Distillery, Inc. Louisville, Kentucky
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At Union City.
First game:
ff.
E.1
Team:
__011 093 000- 2 6 3 1
U. City _020 520 137c-- 13 15 I '
IIelwig and &crest; Wucbben
and Horsier.
Second game:
R. IL E.
Team:
Wyllie
_ _020 fIrrl 310- -6 12 7
015 201 0.u.- -8 9 *.;
U. City
At chley, Janie on ani F-f•:.crest
Horner.
and
Cooper

4:11!•1 TOg

At Owensboro:
R. II. It. ,
Team:
__021 203 030- 5 6 11
Cairo
Oboro
_ .000 210 100---4 10 51
Hobbs and Moore, Baiter and
Pankovits.
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Fre h Orange

it 5-lb. bag 7

Frosh It'eni;s

1.1.111,

Stab Ty
Guarantt•ed Red Ripe

CA NTA LC° U

PES,

10c
i-311EiVi, 12-oz. can - --35c

C. S. No. I Washed Red

purrATOEs.

Kroger Evaporated

3 tall cans----35c

MILE,

Extra Standard

Tomatoes,2 No.2cans-25e

New Fresh CroWtier

Van Camp's Tomato Sauce

PEAS,lb.

REANS,2 No.2 cans -- 35e

4

Cherry or Strawberry.
Tiviiikle Gelatin, 2 pks.- 13c

SA I
LET'S
CORI-SP

OAKY 1104KS

/Umlaut TvImr.

.1i4441,

0

71

-4

'
% • k %algid'P°

23c

46-oz.can

j11iCC,

Swan or

r

Krozer RInided

Guaranteed Ripe & Sweet

IVORY,2 bars -

10.

Juice,46-oz.cu.,27c

(I11:au)

WATERMELONS,lb. -

Durkee's Pure
Black Popper,2 pkgs.--23c

Kroger Quality Meats
Frying Size

CHICKENS
We Feature Cut-up
Poultry. Buy Your
Favorite Pieces

E-EVIWI
NOV/ PO YOU 5
DON'T LIKE IT HERE?!
Blended Whiskey, 86 Proof
(10% Grain Seatris1 Spirits

HEN,

THREE FEATHERS
1/1$1111111.1TOKS,
New York, N. Y.

:
rEl
410„

Distributed exclus:vely
in Kentucky by
Fairfield Wstributing Co.,
Louiscille, Ky.

t
4i

63c

111.11

Frr7,11

For Stewing

-

MEAL, 11/41). bag

Whole

':;!tfi! LIIND BEEF,lb.--- -

21c

i.:VrE

White (lore, 15-lb. bag, $1.49

(A MOU.5EI)
•-,1-1ELPI/

18-oz. par. 18c

ba;4.- - - :;9c App]e 1

Oraili4es,

Kroger Pin. or S.-Ris.. 50-lb., $4.25

.71C

Canned Foods

Syteei, Juicy

FLOUR,25-11). bag -- $2.15

LA:,T OAXY
CORL7
AIJD
ARE VE1-6301.16 THE
Spitosit5
UNCERTAitriA
MEANWHILE
BECAME OP HIS
HAJESTY*-17901.04ZED
AZ5191CF.,
HAS
P•4 OUNCE:I)1-M.,f
Asia HA5
*
TAKEN OVER 71IE
CA.51LE.
i9

!; 11%1.'1' Cake,

Vegetables

OLEO,!b.
33e
inackher:v
PRESERVES. I -11y. jar - 331.

'9\

r,

each - --- 53c

•-

.
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BARON HAMMERHEAD, AW,I7 1514'T
50 540,
I DEMAND 7HAT
X PRINCESS
YOU LET
,,i1 POMONA!
1,
ME OUT I. '
I'VE
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;.;,,-0, 5Parr
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MANY
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1
1
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Pressing,jar, --32e
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CORN, ear

1
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Krozt r'i New Label, 16-os. jar
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TODAY'S GAMES
KITTY LEAGUE
Cairo at Madisonville.
Fulton at Hopkinsville.
Clarksville at Union City.
Owensboro at Mayfield.

literer Fa :41. White

37g

BEEF,lb.

32,C

- 65c

Chevel

CHEESE,2-11,. loaf -

73e

UG7 lb. -

Sampan

Mixed Fruits, Ni,. 2'
Gold Dollar

us,:t
- 33'

VINEGAR, gal. jut.
Angel Salt

Facial Tis6tte.

IW

coved•mo0---

CoPY NoT ALL LID‘18LE

- J9i•

can, 39c

-

•

.111.

-- 42,

Aiken Deily Loader. Roam% Kentucky
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thy do when free in the Vilti 'hetet, in Dayton, Ohio,
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Clita May and Ruby Loth:e
ocean wastes.
tied; t, limits the
tort s
joel sill' n1):11'. 't II I wr, city city. o; .."
have been visiting in
1.i-tiding' to 150
yes! e'do'' ninA 1942-1045 1, eltr lv
are ;told is too soft to malt'. li the hone of Mr. and Mrs. na- e cit hr. .1,1
Hamed were 11. 11. 1- 1-utoheson,
audit he lied just completed re1 reel MeMury.
gool finger rings.

Rev. J. F. McAllen 4,-111 fill
Jill regular tippoltiont lit ut
1 1
Icy Sunday evening at ;AS
Mr. il.114 Mrs. rdinotnt Mu*
and on r pent fiunelay whit Mr.,
and Mrs. Jlor Walker.
Mr. Itiell rd
Mobley, of i
Pateetine, :;•e• t Saturd y afier- ]
noon wit 1 1 1 , r into her, . 51: ..,
Nora Ryri
'
Mr. awl Mit'. A J Obreeta,
Detroit, Eio .Jeffreet, of f': ',. -o, 14r. 1,
•I
Mrs. Whirs'', \V: • -er- own
ificri, Phil, of .'ii 'n', are I'
;trig their p..reei '.tr.
C. C. Hancock.
t A large crowd ettleneed I!
funeral of Mr.:. Will White ;
Wesley Monday afternoon.
i Miss Lorene John:. is guile 1,1
at 1;er home tie:i' Mt. '1];
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Ftsuf! Fraud
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' The aonvel Summer 1 re,Coteriel Enet- mprocnt ot Ant: i : t
:Preakoterv i,.1 t-- he I the 3 eek
Of June 23 thrawli 23. Ali chil' Wren rimier 13 1 P vaa-onle.
Pleorse tr.alre yoor ,sla -: to o , tend. . The fol..ithig, verit the
.. young ,nauple 3.111 h,'“:
1
!. Roth are he:id et 4-',1v,',1* 1'LT .4
byterlan church no CI:tit(..1 Ma:.• treat hl2hwaV
•
On fourth Sunda:, evening.
Geerue Gray, 23. stands beside the wreckage of his plane in ,
June 22. &glee Lelle Clement
which he crashed into a barn car Granite City, Ill. Gray sus- I
Win fin the pulpit ;0. Mt. Zion
lain( d truises and a eat on the ao:e but climbed out and walk- I
' C. P. church.
.
',' • The Lite Stri(iy: rit II, June
ed aw.o.
' 29, Rev. 0. A. 0 - rdner, of Sha-ron, lenn , will nrraell i i Mt.J time was eejnyed by those who ,
Zion C. P. di i en. Pie.,SI' : I- al t ended the double shower ,
4
tend thee erivicas it l'ot lut Thar:Ally afternoon, June 12, of.,
church elsewhere.
Mrs. Rachel Stephens and Mrs.
- -N :oini MeMorris.
.
,11 About 35
b; s.,ies the
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Walker
p'erlk real nToup. han pm-. in and Katie. Mr. and Mrs, Aaron
, tbe Chi.dren's 1:iny
Kirby and Ronald were Sunday
441t. Zion June 15. Polley:oil a dinner guests of Mr. and Mr
; 'tromp
readinit.tart Jelaiieews. Harbert. Kirby.
By Hal Boyle
the caLlre gi'oup from c.rodle
The fantiy of Mr. F.dd Brown
through the Interme.11:, te met lit his home on Father's
Santa Barbara, Calif..-C4')took pr:rt 1.1 n
''the Boy and
enjoyed a basket!
The greatest salerman cf unNtreg's Garden.' The shote
decorated to giste Ca' vial-it of
Mrs. Tennie Gardner is spend- trained seals in history is rethe garden. The offering. whi..1 It:e, this week wina her son. Mr.! tiring, at the ripe age of 94.
wrill be applied en the buiaii..g Rich Gardeer,inid Mrs. CiArd- "I'm having is tittle trouble with
timd,:mounted 10
Capt.
it. .'r of ner.
my heart," held
'expenses.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Tucker and George M. McGuire, who is tne
The committee runristed of :on returned to their home in Henry Ford of the live seal
NV a Martha Jam, I like. 'ire. Memphis Sunday afternoon. Mrs. , business. "I guess I had better
Para Mae Hick!: r.
MicMry Tarter and baby have been take it easy for a while."
Kirby. •
For 42 years the white- mushere :everal v:ceks white their
Wednesday, June la. rl! who apartment was being repaired tached little man has boasted:
2114 part in e:
service after a recent fire.
"I supply the world with sea
practical
are invite:1 to n. renic. rveryMr.
Mai. James Hicks and lions." and he holds
pne brings rand v':
,'n.' cook- family and Mrs. Williams, of Fel- international monopoly of the
and
1441. Meet at thet
caught
ten, were sincluy tanner guests industry. He has
o'clock.
shipped more than 2,500 Caliuf Mr. and Mrs. Alza Hicks.
fornia sea lions, a variety of
-------- Friday, Jure 20. lit-. Lro'.•
eared seals-to zoos and circuses
Vivien:try
throughout the world.
will meet :t
church. for their
"I'm selling off the business
regular monthly iccet ne. The
now to my nephew and putting
Meeting is ea tei,:it
:
,:39 0'my money in 0-bonds," said
ciczk. All men hers nre areed
the venerable captain.
to attend thir; I t towtioo of
The seals he caught were alBosltnZ
ft,he convention ear. A th
and
s'reen. KY"
--1.11 An- ways uneducated. Trainers
offering is to Le taken.
not:nem:mt was made here yes- zoo keepers have had to teach
A 'are crowd a:,1 a good t:rday by John K. Ditto of the them how to slap up steps with
formation of a comoany for the a ball balanced on their nose
T- ..:-po.e.t of establizhiag a new and other stunts that delight
youngsters.
-; v,spaper in Dowling Green.
When McGuire first went into
Ditto. who has been named
the
business he merely walked ;
prerident of the firm, the Bowlout
on the beach and knocked I
ing Green Publishing, Company.
incorporatio papers have the sluggish and unsuspecting
been filed. He named additional creatures over the head with a
incorporators as L. B. Jenkins club. He gave this up for two
ef Kiniton; and Ken Given. rea: ons: 01: it killed too many
1. ray
Itioompson and Alvis spccitr.,•ns. and 21 it made
others 5'1 punchy. circus trainers
Temple, Bowling Green.
4 he company intends to mita- complained they didn't have
n.11 a paper in the morning enough IQ left In their noggins
fleid aed plans to begin publl- to learn tricks.
In recent years his raw proeation in early fall, ritto said.
The incorporators own and duct has been captured near
operate the Bawling
Green Santa Cruz Island, 20 miles off
Broadcasting Company, radio Santa Barbara, by sea-going
cowboys with lassos. His two
ctatio:i w1,73.1.
"seal punchers" first spread
We Deliver
strong
strand nets disguised as
There 'sore 131 fewer-hoepitals
in the United States in 1945 kelp around their sea haunts.
When a seal becomes entangled
NVIEWP"It
1 than in 1945.
in the net, the cowboys row over
and lasso him as he comes up
for air. He is then herded into
a floating cage.
.
Last year McGuire shipped
Mit eOlt,'
80 seals to zoos waose supply of
animals had been depleted during the war. He doesn't like to
talk about prices.
"When you have a world
monopoly you don't like to be
pinned down on the prIee," he
said. "Circumstances have a lot
to do with it."
Over the years, however, he
has gotten from $40 to $200 a
seal, with no guarantee furnished as to its learning ability.
Seals are something of a
problem to ship. They eat from
20 to 30 pounds of fish a day,
but they can go a coeule of
weeks without eating. Yet they
can't live without frequent
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HARVEST HATS
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SEERSUCKER
• 39

94,

T tep Down;
caught 2.500

Yard

• Fast Colors
• Choir.' of
•Stripes, Floral.,
rots or Cheeks
• 30-inehes Wide

Make your summer dresses, sun.
suits, play clothes or children'.
clothes out of these attractive seersucker floral., dots and cheeks in
fast colors ... blue, tan, red or
multicolor.

peppery

$,!,01 Per Doz.

Hiekwy Lo
flt

PHONE 40

Cool
Comfortable

COOL. CRISP COTTONS
•Large Selection
•Smart Styles

20c
25c
- 20e
I5c
- 10c
20c
-

Fountain Drinks of /Ill Kinds

OWil, DRUG COMPANY
W. E. Jackson, Owner
"Ire fill any do!lor's prescription.-

436 Lake Sweet

1'1

WELL I,OCATED
GOOD LEASE
REASONABLE
WRITE:

Box 487-1'
•

160

Summer
Sewing
5.

COTTON
SUN SUITS

49

For coos comfort there's nothing like cotton on hot summer
Jays! Here you'll find a complete selection of attractive cotton dresses in stripes,solids, checks,florals and combinations.
artly styled of seersucker,chambray, gingham,sheers and
nriinta. Sizes 9 to 15; 10 to 20; 38 to 44; 46 to 52.

•Double Top
• Adjuatable
Straps
•Fine Quality
•Tailored Style

Mom
Be
eral
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Dail;
"ulti
nest
'crib
"cha
miss
scrir
char

To
Rii
At

$2.98 to $3.49 SHIRTS

Fine quality satin slips in white
tearose. Perfect fitting with
double top and adjustable shoulder
straps. A very good value at this
Sow price!
lud

• Fine Fabrics
$265
•Smartly Styled
• Dress or Sport
• Super Values

WOMEN'S POLO SHIRTS

441

Full cut, perfect fitting shirts i .
both dress and sport styles. Srne.'t.
styled from fine quality fabrics
... broadcloth, prints and woven
fabrics. All whites and neat blue,
gray and tan stripes. All are sanforized to assure permanent fit.
These are the best shirt values on
the market!

A9

Nice quality cotton knit poke shirts
that'll give you an air of freedom
participating in your favorft. sport! Choice of multi-colored
Melon or said colors ht blue.
Nu and to...

COOL SUMMER PANTS
• Washable
•Long Wearing
•Sanforized
•Seersucker

made throughout and bar tacked at an
mints of strain. Cool, washable and long
.,earing seersucker. Sanforized shrunk.
izes 29 to 42; 41 to 50.
MEN'S CORDED PANTS ...
Sanforized material in tan, blue
and gray. Neat looking, cool
and durable. Well tailored.
Guaranteed to outwear any
other wash pants.
Sizes 29 to 42.

RAYON PANTIES PLASTIC BAGS
For misses and matrons In underarm
Choice of white,
black, red or multi-colors in plastic
patent, plastic
or plastic
mesh. Well made and
smartly styled
....... $1•98

and handle styles.

$398

squares

...........

Care of Leader
"esa.

.........

Tc
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pity
and
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Fult
Ft
tom
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Fa

$349

tNell

.
49

CUM

For the children this hot summer weather we have a large
assortment of cool sun suits
... just the thing for them
to get enough sunshine in.
Sanforized chambray, prints
and seersucker in solids,
stripes and printed patterns.
vast colors. Sizes 0 to 6.

SATIN SLIPS
$198

Smooth quality knit rayon
with elastic waistband and
doable reinforced crotch.
Brief, step-in and leg styles
In tailored, plain or lace
trimmed. Whits
and tearosa.....
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•For Children
•Sanforised
•Fast Colors
•Easy to Launder
• Very tow Priced

•Low Priced at Only

For Sale

SUPER
SERVICE

New

•Wide Range of Colors

• Values to 98c
•Cotton Knit
•Solid Colors
•Striped Patterns
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Patterns
for your

Sheer dotted Swiss and batiste
with permanent finish dots. Choice
of dark grounds with light dots or
light groundi with dark dots. Easy
to launder and very serviceable.
Wide range of colors. 3$-inch
widths.

$398

• Attractive Materials

Fountain

Bar-P-0 - Chicken Salad
!tam Pimento Cheese
lIot Dogs - gIacon
Tolnato

• Cool
• Washable
•Perfect Quality
•Large Assortment
• 39 inches Wide

Smart

Your Noontime Meal
At Our

k

69

Ncw Newspaper
V. ill PC Published
At Bowling Green
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SWISS and BATISTE
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FOR MEN
25e and 49e
FOR BOYS'AND GIRLS 25e and 35s
FOR WOMEN
.25e, 35e and 49s

1
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